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***********************          5 Mark Questions           ********************** 

QA)  Using a table, compare and contrast Dalton’s atomic theory with Modern atomic theory (5 marks) 

Daltons Atomic Theory Modern Atomic Theory 

Similarities Similarities 

Matter consists of very small and indivisible 

particles called atoms 

Atoms are divisible into sub-atomic particles like 

protons, electron and neutrons 

Atoms can neither be created or destroyed Atoms can be created or destroyed by nuclear 

fission and fusion 

The atoms of an element are alike in all respects 

but differ from the atoms of other elements 

Atoms of an element may not be alike in all 

respects, as seen in the case of isotopes. 

Atoms of an element combine in small numbers 

to form molecules 

In the formation of organic compounds, the laws 

of chemical combination are not always followed. 

 

QB) a)Explain how the Rutherford’s model contradicts the Thomson’s model? (3 marks) 

The difference between the Rutherford’s model and Thomson model of atomic structure is based on their 

hypothesis of how electrical neutrality is maintained by the atom. 

The Rutherford’s atomic model is based on an atomic structure of the model with a positively charged 

central nucleus with the dense nucleus accounting for most of the mass of the atom. The nucleus is 

surrounded by negatively charged electrons orbiting the nucleus in closed circular paths, with a large 

portion of the atomic volume being mostly empty space. In contrast the Thomson’s atomic model a.k.a 

(also know as the ) “Plum Pudding” model proposes  the atom to be made of a sphere of uniform positive 



charge, with negatively charged electrons embedded in the charge sphere neutralizing the charge 

resulting in a net zero charge on the atom. The former model was proved to be correct based on the 

result of Rutherford’s alpha particle scattering experiment. 

b) Explain the drawbacks of Rutherford’s atomic model? (2marks) (Total 5 marks) 

Rutherford’s planetary model draws an analogy between the atom and the revolution of planets in the 

solar system. Based on the laws of classical mechanics, electrons moving around a central nucleus should 

gradually lose energy and spiral into the center of the orbit colliding with the nucleus and causing the 

atom to collapse. This model does not match with the reality of stable atoms as we know it. 

QC)  Fill in the blanks in the table below and complete it. (5 marks) 

Element Symbol No. of Protons No. of Neutrons No. of Electrons 

Argon  40
18 Ar 18 22 18 

Lithium 7
 4Mg 4 3 4 

Magnesium  26
 12Mg 12 14 12 

Carbon  12
6C 6 6 6 

 

QD) Explain the formation of the electrovalent (ionic bond). Using NaCl as an example, draw its orbit 

structure and electron dot diagrams before and after the formation of a stable compound. (5 marks) 

See below for orbit structure diagrams showing NaCl formation 
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Electron dot structure for NaCl formation shown below: 

 

 

QE) Sodium and Fluorine react to form a compound. Write the redox reaction for this compound. Based 

on the electronic concept explain the following: (5 marks) 

a) oxidation b) reduction c) oxidizing agent d) reducing agent  

Complete reaction:  2Na + F2                  2Na+     +       2F-      (or 2NaF)   (Equation 1)  

Breakdown of reactions is as follows 

2Na+                    2Na +  2e-  (Oxidation)     (Equation 2) 

F2 + 2e-              2Cl-   (Reduction)      (Equation 3) 

     (Reducing Agent) 

2Na + F2                  2Na+     +       2F-      (or 2NaF)    (Redox Reaction) (Equation 4) 

                      (Oxidizing Agent) 

a) Oxidation. Equation 2 shows the partial equation showing oxidation of Na to Na+ by donation of 

electrons.  

b) Reduction: Equation 3 shows the partial equation showing reduction of F to F- by accepting 

electrons.  

c) Oxidizing Agent. Equation 4 shows the complete Redox reaction. Na acts as the reducing agent 

by donating electrons 

d) Reducing Agent: Equation 4 shows the complete Redox reaction. F acts as the oxidizing agent by 

accepting electrons 

QF) Define Electrovalent and Covalent bonds. Explain 2 key differences between them. Based on this 

what are the properties of Electrovalent and Covalent compounds. Use a table to compare the two 

types of compounds. (5 marks) 

Na     +        Cl                      Na
+
       +        Cl

-
      or     NaCl 



Electrovalent bonds can be defined as chemical bonds between atoms that result in transfer of electrons 

from one atom to another. Covalent bonds on the other hand are formed by the mutual sharing of 

electrons between atoms with atoms typically sharing one or more pair of electrons.  

Comparison of Electrovalent and Covalent bonds 

Electrovalent Bonds formed by transfer of 

electrons. 

Covalent bonds formed by sharing of electrons. 

Ionic compounds with polar bonds Covalent compounds with non-polar bonds 

Soluble in ionic solvents Soluble in non-polar solvents 

High melting and boiling points Low melting and boiling points 

Formed between metal and non-metals Formed between non-metal and non-metals 

 

QG) Write the anode cell and cathode cell equations and the final reaction for the electrolysis of water. 

Draw a schematic of the electrolytic cell used for separation of water into its constituent elements. (5 

marks) 

                          Water dissociation reaction H2O  H+   + OH- 

Cathode Cell Reaction  H+ +e-         H 

                H + H           H2 

Anode Cell Reaction  OH-  OH +  e- 

   OH   +   OH             H2O + O 

   O      +   O                O2 

Final Reaction 2H2O                    2H2     +    O2 
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***********************          3 Mark Questions           ********************** 

Q1)  Choose the correct option (3 marks) 

(a) Thomson’s gas discharge tube experiment was able to prove the existence of the : 

1) Proton 2) Neutron 3) Nucleus          4) Electron 

       (b)   Number of electrons in the valence shell in an Mg2+ ion is:  

1) 5  2) 4 3) 0                      4) 6 

       (c)   The electronic configuration of Fluorine (Z=9) 

1) 2, 8, 7 2) 2, 7 3) 2, 8, 8, 1         4) 2, 8, 2 

Q2) Fill in the blanks 

a) Electrovalent bond can be formed between metals and non-metals 

b) Poly-atomicity of non-metals can be understood based on covalent bonds being possible between 

them 

c) The mass of an electron is 1/1874 times the mass of a proton 

Q3) Draw a labeled diagram of a gas discharge tube to detect cathode rays. (3 marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q4) Compare the properties of cathode rays and anode rays (3 marks) 
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Cathode Rays Anode Rays 

Travel in straight lines from the cathode to anode Travel from anode to cathode 

Consist of -vely charged particles Consist of +vely charged particles 

 Consist of minute particles that produce 

mechanical effects 

They cause greenish fluorescence on soda glass 

screen placed behind the anode 

Rays produce fluorescence on a ZnS screen 

Generate X-rays when made to interact with hard 

metallic targets 

 

Fixed charge to mass ratio Charge to mass ration depends on gas species 

Deflected by electric and magnetic fields Deflected by electric and magnetic fields in the 

opposite direction 

Q5)  Give the postulates of the Bohr’s atomic model. (3 marks) 

*Electrons revolve around a nucleus in fixed orbits called shells or energy levels, each associated with a 

fixed energy level. 

*Electrons revolving in these shells or energy levels can neither lose or gain energy 

*In order to move to a different shell or energy level, an electron has to either lose or gain a fixed 

amount of energy. 

Q6)  Draw a table of properties for the sub-atomic particles stating the following attributes: Symbol, 

Charge, mass (amu), mass (grams) (3 marks) 

Particle Symbol Charge Mass(amu) Mass(grams) 

Electron e- -1 1/1840 9.1x10-28g 

Proton P+ +1 1 1.6x10-24g 

Neutron n 0 1 1.6x10-24g 

 



Q7)  Explain the rules according to which electrons are filled in the various energy shells (3 marks) 

*The maximum possible electrons in a particular shell is given by the formula 2n2 where n denotes the 

number of the shell 

*Electrons are filled in a stepwise manner from inside to outside with inside being closer to the nucleus 

* The outer most shell can only accommodate 8 electrons in keeping with stability rules. 

*Chemically stable shells can contain 8 electrons matching with inert gas configuration except in the case 

of helium which will contain 2 electrons 

Q8)  What are inert elements? Why do they exist as mono-atomic molecule? (3 marks) 

Inert elements are those elements which contain 8 electrons (2 electrons in the case of Helium) in their 

outer most shell. Since these are already stable electronically they do not need to do not form poly 

atomic molecules and can remain as mono-atomic molecules. 

Q9) Magnesium has an atomic number Z = 12 and atomic mass A= 24. State the number of protons and 

neutrons in the nucleus of the magnesium atom. Draw a simple diagram of the atom. Name the group it 

is classified in the Periodic Table of Elements.(3 marks) 

No of protons: 12 No of neutrons: 12 Group: 2           Configuration 2,8,2 

 

 

 

 

Q10)  Draw the diagram of the electronic structures of Sodium (Z= 11) as an atom and an ion. (3 marks) 
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Q11)  Calculate the atomic mass of `Gallium based on the occurrence of its isotopes in nature. (Gallium-

69 making up 60% and Gallium-71 making 40% of the total) (3 marks) 

Atomic mass of Ga =  (69 * 60 /100 )    + (71 * 40 /100)  = 70.2 

Q12) The atomic mass of carbon is 12.45. Assuming C-12 and C-14 are the only isotopes of carbon that 

exist in nature what will be the ratios they exist in? (3 marks) 

Working 

12.45  = (( 12 * x) + (14 * (100-x)) ) / 100  

1245 + 12x   + 1400 -14x 

2x = 1400 - 1245          x = 77.5            C-12 % = 77.5%   C-14 % = 22.5 

Q13) For the isotopes of a given element answer the following questions: (3 marks) 

 Will the physical properties be similar? If so why? 

Physical properties such as m.p and b.p determine the energy that needs to be given to the atom to 

change its states. This will be related to the neutrons in the nucleus with more neutrons resulting in more 

energy being required to change the states. There physical properties will vary slightly with change in the 

nucleus. 

 Will their chemical properties be similar? If so why? 

Chemical properties depend solely on the electronic configuration of the atom and these being the same 

with isotopes they will be identical. 

Q14) The electronic configuration of fluoride ion is the same as that of a neon atom. What is the 

similarity and difference between the two? (3 marks) 

The fluoride ion has attained the electronic configuration of the neon atom by accepting an electron. 

With this electronic configuration both the fluoride ion and the neon atom are now stable due to the 

octet formation. However, since there is one fewer proton in the fluorine atom, the fluoride ion will 

retain a -ve overall charge while the neon atom continues to maintain a neutral charge. 

Q Explain why metals cannot form covalent bonds? (3 Marks) 



Covalent bonds require that the atoms forming these bonds accept electrons to complete the octet 

configuration attaining a stable outer shell. Since metals are electron donors and require that they 

donate outer shell electrons to form a stable octet they cannot form covalent bonds in this manner. 

Q15) Draw electron dot diagrams to show the formation of a covalent chlorine molecule. (3 marks) 

 

 

 
Cl     +         Cl                       Cl2      


